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Introduction
This revision booklet should aid you in ensuring you revise correctly for
the summer examinations.

What happens if I would like a hard copy?
You will be able to download a copy from the website on the Senior page.

How can I best prepare for the examinations?
Create a revision timetable. Work out how many subjects you have and
what time you can use for revision. Try and keep to your timetable to
ensure you allow time for each subject.
When you are revising, ensure you drink lots of water, take regular breaks
and eat healthy snacks to keep your energy up and brain engaged.

What do I need to bring to the examinations?
You will need to have a see-through pencil case and have your calculator,
protractor, compass as well as the usual pencil, rubber, ruler and pens.
Make sure you have several pens in case one runs out. You will need to
write in BLACK ink. If you have extra time, please bring another colour to
change to.

How do I revise?
There are lots of different ways to revise. Everyone will learn information
in a different way so try different techniques and see which you find
easiest. Use the Study Skills techniques and have a look at the ones
provided by Mrs Stephens on the next few pages.

Finally – make sure you eat breakfast and get to bed early.
GOOD LUCK!
Mrs T Evans

REVISION IDEAS (Thank you Mrs Stephens and Rob from Study Skills!)

Spider Diagrams and Mind Maps
 Choose a topic
 Make a spider diagram of everything you can already remember.
 Put your topic title in the middle of a large page and then write down all
the things you can remember to do with it. Let one idea lead on to
another idea.
You can add keywords and pictures to help make your mind map more memorable!
 Talk through your Mind Map to a friend or parent.
 Practise closing your eyes and visualising your Mind Map.
 Talk it through in your head.

Highlighting Keywords
 As you read through your notes, highlight the keywords or phrases e.g.
Nominative
 After reading, write down the keywords and phrases on a separate piece of
paper.
 Check that you have remembered them all.
 Talk them through, explaining to a friend or parent.

Mnemonics
These are rhymes/acronyms which help some people remember key points. Try
making some up for things you find difficult to remember.
E.g. How to recognise and translate the Imperfect tense in Latin =
Mr Imperfect was collecting honey from his bees.
If a verb has a b in it, you translate as was …ing
e.g. sedebat = he was sitting.

Visualisation
Make a picture or diagram with all the information on a
topic. Make the picture as funny as you can, using lots of
colour. Make it MEMORABLE like this example.

Games
If you find vocabulary difficult to remember, for example, then making “matching
pairs” games can be helpful. This is something that can be done throughout the
year and played with regularly. Even when you are making the game, you are
revising.

Working through examples, questions
After reminding yourself of the grammar, look at previous examples you have
translated and have a go at others. Look at previous examples and question that
you have answered throughout the year. Some subjects will have websites you
can visit like this Latin one (https://www.clc.cambridgescp.com/home-clc) to
see if you have got the answers right!

Most importantly, check you have a positive attitude
towards your examination performance.
Positivity will allow your brain to absorb more.

Year 7 ENGLISH Examination
The summer examination will follow the same format as the GCSE language
examination. The exam board have provided tailored examinations for Years 7-9.
The exam is one hour and fifeen minutes long.
It is strongly recommended that you bring highlighters to the examination as well as
your usual black pens.
You will be marked on how well you can meet the assessment objectives. These
are reading and writing skills we have already begun to learn and master in class,
and are as follows:
Reading:
AO1 = Interpreting meanings from a text. (Do you understand what it’s about, and
also, what the writer is implying?) Can you also find key facts?
A02 = Language and Structure. Here, you are tested on your ability to not only
identify a writer’s choice of words, methods or techniques in an extract, but you
should also be able to comment upon the effect of these on you, the reader.
AO4 = Critical evaluation of the text - can you identify and evaluate useful
quotations to show that you have understood?
The reading section is worth 32 marks.
Writing:
AO5= You will be marked on how convincingly you can write an imaginative,
coherent, cohesive description or short story for which you will have a picture as
stimulus. (24 marks)
AO6 = SPaG (technical accuracy). You should use a range of vocabulary and
punctuation. (16 marks)
The writing section is worth 40 marks.
Outline of each question:
Question 1: This will be based on a section of an extract and it will ask you to list four
true things about a person, place or thing. (AO1)
Question 2: This will ask you to look at the writer’s use of language and how it makes
you feel, based on short sections in an extract. (AO2)
Question 3: (We will not be asking you to do this question in the summer
examination)

Question 4: This is a statement based on the text about which you will have to argue
your own point of view – agree or disagree (AO4)
Question 5: Writing task. (AO5 and AO6)
Revision recommendations
1. Use your CGP SpAg books and revise everything we have covered this year.
This will help secure good marks on AO6.
2. Learn your spellings.
3. Read through your exercise book and revise how to structure a PEE
paragraph.
4. Practise your descriptive writing techniques. Try this task:
Write a description as suggested by this picture:

Try to include the following in your written tasks:
-

Strong verbs and interesting adjectives
Appeal to the reader’s senses
Imagery – i.e, personification, metaphor, simile
Different types of punctuation for effect
Varying the length of your sentences
Structuring your piece using paragraphs

This resource lists the most commonly misspelt words that you should learn:
http://www.geoffbarton.co.uk/files/studentresources/English_GCSE_Masterclass/Essential-Spellings-for-GCSE.pdf
Good Luck!
Mrs Mayes and Mrs G Roberts

Year 7 MATHEMATICS Examination
There will be two papers which will form the end of year assessments in
Mathematics. Both papers will be 60 minutes long. The first paper will be one in
which a calculator is not allowed. The second paper will be one where a calculator is
allowed. The assessments will contain questions at levels 4 to 6. There is a version
of the papers for those students working outside of these levels.
Essential equipment for these assessments is: a black ink pen or biro, a pencil (with
sharpener and rubber), a ruler (15 cm long), compasses, protractor, scientific
calculator (for the second paper). In addition it is a good idea to have a long ruler
(30 cm, with cm and mm marked on it).
The papers will assess a wide variety of mathematical knowledge. It is not possible
to produce an exhaustive list of topics. However, the MyMaths web site is a good
place to find material for revision.
The best way to revise Mathematics is to try to solve mathematical problems and
questions. When help is needed the MyMaths web site will prove useful. I suggest
that you should visit
www.mymaths.co.uk
and login with “manorhouse” and “circle” as the login and password details (do not
type the quotation marks).
You may then login using your own individual ID which was given in Mathematics
lessons. Then select the Booster lessons. Inside this menu you can select
FourBoosters for help and practice with topics at level 4, or SixBoosters for help and
practice with topics at level 6.
Another good revision site is
www.emaths.co.uk
Under Student Resources you will find Key Stage 3 SAT Past Papers. These contain
questions which are similar to the ones that you will meet in the assessments. There
are mark schemes there as well as question papers so that you can mark the work
that you have done.

Year 7 PHYSICS Examination
You will have 40 minutes to complete the examination paper. All questions should
be attempted.
Make good use of your Study and Question Book and your exercise book to help you
to revise. You will need to bring a pencil, ruler and calculator to your examination.
What do I need to revise for my Physics exam?
ENERGY study book pages 6 to 12
ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM study book pages 82 to 96, excluding
pages 89 and 90.
FORCES study book pages 35
You should make good use of your textbook, exercise book and also the end of topic
tests. Use the Internet for revision. BBC Bitesize is a good site at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize/science /
Energy





Be able to recall kinds of stored or potential energy and other kinds of energy.
Be able to work out energy changes that occur.
Know that energy is measured in joules or kilojoules.
Understand food chains and that when energy is transferred some energy is
wasted, usually as heat.
Know about fossil fuels, renewable and non renewable energy sources and
ways of saving energy.

Electricity & Magnetism






Know which materials are conductors and insulators. Learn
the circuit symbols used to draw circuit diagrams. Be able to
work out the current flowing in series and parallel circuits.
Know which materials are magnetic and non magnetic. Understand magnetic
attraction and repulsion and know the shape of magnetic fields around the
poles of magnets.
Know how to make an electromagnet. Understand the factors affecting the
strength of an electromagnet and the uses of electromagnets.

Forces


Be able to calculate speed using a given equation

How Science Works

You need to be able to interpret graphs and tables to say what they are
showing.
 You need to understand the need for control variables in an experiment to
make it a fair test.
 You need to be able to identify what is being changed in an experiment – the
independent variable, and what is being measured as the result of that
change – the dependent variable.

GOOD LUCK

Year 7 BIOLOGY Examination
You will have 40 minutes to complete the examination paper. All
questions should be attempted.
Make good use of your Study and Question Book and your exercise
book to help you to revise.
What do I need to revise for my Biology exam?

Cells, Tissues and Organs
Study Book pages 7-15
Know the parts of a plant and animal cell and the function of each of the
parts.
 Know the difference between the structure of a plant and animal cell.
 Know that similar cells make up tissues, different tissues make up organs and
different organs make up organ systems. Be able to recognise pictures of
organ systems.
 Define what is meant by diffusion and describe how the size
of a cell affects the rate of diffusion
Diet and Health


Study Book pages 19-28 & 50









Know the seven nutrients in a balanced diet
and why we need each one.
Understand why we need to digest our food and how
enzymes help this process.
Know the structure of the Human Digestive System.
Know how bacteria help digestion.
Understand what malnutrition and obesity are, and name the diseases linked
to obesity.
Understand that different people have different energy requirements.
Understand that there are different types of drugs and what they are.
Understand the dangers of drug misuse.

Variation and Classification
Study book page 76



Know the meaning of a species.
Understand about variation within species.
GOOD LUCK

Year 7 CHEMISTRY Examination
You will have 40 minutes to complete the examination paper. All questions should
be attempted.
Make good use of your Study and Question book and your exercise book to help you
to revise.
What topics do I need to revise for my Chemistry exam?
Chemical Changes
Study book pages 41-46





Define and identify physical and chemical
changes
Define and identify reversiable and irreversible
changes
To state the tests and expected results for hydrogen, oxygen and carbon
dioxide
To write word equations (no symbol equations required) with the reactants on
the left hand side and the products on the right hand side of the arrow

Matter
Study book pages 7- 13, 23-27








Describe and draw how particles are arranged in a solid, liquid and gas
The properties of a solid, liquid and gas
How particles change state with correct scientific names
Describe the process of diffusion
Describe what happens to particles during expansion and contraction
Define a mixture
Describe and explain the separation techniques of filtration, evaporation,
chromatography and distillation.

Atoms and the Periodic table
Study book pages 16-17




Describe and explain the structure of an atom
Recall the properties of the sub-atomic particles; protons, neutrons and
electrons
Describe the groups and periods of the Periodic table and explain how
elements are arranged in it
GOOD LUCK

Year 7 FRENCH Examination
Speaking: in the week before half term
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week
Speaking
Topic: my town
- based on the language studied this term in Module 4 of Studio 1
You will take part in a short role play based on the topic, then you will answer some
questions on the same topic about yourself.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful in class beforehand.
Useful vocabulary and phrases to revise for Module 4 on p 84, 85, 86
Listening & Reading
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words, gap-fill, on a
range of topics from Studio 1 Modules 1-4
General vocabulary such as numbers, times, days of the week, high frequency words
Module 1 – describing yourself and others, likes and dislikes – vocab p 24-5, 18
Module 2 – school subjects & teachers, opinions, timetable, food - p46-7, 38
Module 3 – free time, including technology, sport and other activities, preferences,
weather - p 66-7, 60
Module 4 – my town, places in town, what there is/isn’t/giving directions, what you
can do there – p86
Writing
Topics: as above from Modules 1-4
Tasks:
One piece of short writing
One piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to French
Useful phrases and grammar exercises to practice for revision are on pages 18, 22, 23,
38, 44, 45, 60, 64, 65, 84
Language to revise for writing tasks:
J’aime + je n’aime pas…. for giving opinions; Verbs of preference + infinitive
Regular er verbs in present tense ; Verbs être, avoir, faire
Jouer à + sport, Faire de + activity
Adjectival agreement, Possessive adjectives
Il y a + Il n’ y a pas de…
If you can write about other people and not just yourself – he/she/they – then you will
achieve a higher level
.*MORE DETAILED GUIDANCE WILL BE GIVEN BY YOUR TEACHER IN CLASS ON
RESOURCES FOR YOUR OWN REVISION, VOCABULARY LISTS AND PRACTICE
TASKS*
Bon courage !

Year 7 SPANISH Examination
Topics: all topics, Modules 1,2,3,4 of Viva 1
Personal information, family, birthday, pets, free time, hobbies, sports, preferences,
school, subejcts, facilities, break time, physical description, personality, your home
Useful vocabulary and phrases to revise in Viva pages:
Module 1 – Mi Vida – my life - vocabulary p. 24–25
Module 2 – Mi tiempo libre – my free time – vocabulary p. 46-47
Module 3 – Mi insti – my school – vocabulary p. 67-68
Module 4 – Mi familia y mis amigos – my friends and family – vocabulary p. 92-93
*Use ActiveLearn or Quizlet online to play games to revise vocab for these topics*
Speaking: in the week BEFORE half term, MOSTLY BASED ON MODULE 4
You will take part in a short role-play based on the topic, then you will answer some
questions on the same topic about yourself.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful in class beforehand.
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week
Listening and reading: A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or
words from a choice, on a range of topics
Writing:
Tasks: x 1piece of short writing; x 1 piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to Spanish
Language needed for writing tasks:
Regular ar/er/ir verbs in
present tense
Hay / no hay – there is/are

Eg. escuchar, comer, vivir

Adjectival agreement

Una casa bonita, un piso
moderno
tener – to have, ser/estar – to be
hacer – to do

Common irregular verbs

Possessive adjectives

Eg. hay un gimnasio

Negatives
No tengo.., No soy …
Making nouns
singular/plural
Opinions – me gusta/n
No me gusta, me encanta

Mi/s, tu/tus etc

Useful phrases and grammar exercises to practise for revision are on pages
20, 22, 23, 42, 44, 45, 66, 68, 69, 88, 90, 91
Revise grammar on p.130-131and do practice exercises on p.120-127
*The tests will be very similar to the end of module tests you have done during this
year. Your teacher will conduct revision activities with you in class and give you
worksheets to help*

¡Buena suerte!

Year 7 GERMAN Examination
Speaking: in the week before half term.
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week.
Speaking
Topic: Free time.
- based on the language studied this term in Kapitel 3 of Stimmt! 1
You will take part in a short role play based on the topic, then you will answer some
questions on the same topic about yourself.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful in class beforehand.
Listening & Reading
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words, gap-fill, on a
range of topics from Stimmt! 1 Kapitel 1-3
Kapitel 1 – numbers, talking about yourself, favourite things – vocab p 24 - 25
Kapitel 2 – family, pets, characteristics, colours, dates - vocab p 46-7
Kapitel 3 – sports, free time - vocab p 70
Writing
Topics: as above from Kapitel 1-3
Tasks:
One piece of short writing
One piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to German
Language to revise for writing tasks:
Using der/die/das, ein/eine/ein, einen
Regular verbs in the present tense
Verbs haben, sein
Pronouns – er/sie/es
Word order
Connectives and opinions – “sehr gern/gern/nicht gern/ziemlich gern” etc
If you can write about other people and not just yourself – he/she/they – then you will
achieve a higher level.
Use the Grammatik boxes to help you revise, also pages 22-23, 44-45, 68-69
You have only been learning German since September! You will be amazed at what you can
do.
Please see me if you have any queries. The tests will be very similar to the end of
module tests you have done during the year.

*MORE DETAILED GUIDANCE WILL BE GIVEN IN CLASS ON RESOURCES FOR YOUR
OWN REVISION, VOCABULARY LISTS AND PRACTICE TASKS*
Viel Glück!!

Year 7 CLASSICAL CIVILISATION Examination
Exam length = 1 hour
It will consist of the following sections:
A MYTHOLOGY – a mixture of ‘fill in the gap’, multiple-choice and an extended
writing task.
B GRAMMAR – short, often one word answers required.
C WORDPLAY - short, often one word answers required.
D THE TROJAN WAR - a mixture of ‘fill in the gap’, multiple-choice and an
extended writing task.
 You will need to know:
1. MYTHOLOGY – Revise the following stories & notes: Cronos rules…Zeus takes
over, Gods of Olympus, Zeus & Prometheus, Hera’s jealousy & the birth of
Dionysus, Demeter & the kidnapping of Persephone, Land of the Dead.
2. GRAMMAR – Revise your notes on types of nouns and
adjectives, prefixes & suffixes that we have covered, and
pronouns. You will need to find examples of each in a
passage of English so practise doing this at home.
3. WORDPLAY – Revise the sheets ‘Astronomy’ and ‘Words in Maths’, and look
over some examples you have done of how to make English words from
Latin/Greek roots. There will also be a question on timelines.
4. THE TROJAN WAR – Read over all the story sheets (The Cause of the War,
Achilles & Hector, Death of a City [Wooden Horse]) and remind yourself of the
main characters and plot.
N.B. Look carefully at the trickier spellings (gods and heroes of Troy) but don’t
worry too much – as long as I can tell who/what you mean, that is fine.
AND FINALLY…



CHECK you have ALL the necessary sheets and notes in your exercise book
to revise from.
If you have any concerns or questions – PLEASE do come and see me WELL
BEFORE the day of your examination.
GOOD LUCK! MRS STEPHENS

Year 7 LATIN Examination
Exam length = 1 hour
It will consist of the following sections:
A Grammar section (multiple-choice)
B Comprehension questions based on a Latin passage including translation of a
few lines into English
C Vocabulary test
D Questions and short imaginative essay on the cultural background

 You will need to know:
1. Nouns – Declensions, what the nominative and accusative cases look like
(singular & plural) and where they are translated in a sentence (i.e. learn your
noun table!).
2. Verbs – what the three tenses – present, imperfect and perfect – look like and
how they are translated (i.e. learn your verb table!).
3. Know how the verb ‘to be’ is translated in the present and imperfect tenses.
4. The background information on: Houses (St. 1);
Daily Life (St.2); The Theatre (St. 5) and
Slaves & Freedmen (St. 6). Learn 3 of these thoroughly
and you can still get full marks!
5. Superlative adjectives: -ll-, - rr-, -ss- (the most, very, -est).
6. The vocabulary checklists at the end of Stages 1 through to 8 inclusive.

AND FINALLY…


Use

the

website

https://www.clc.cambridgescp.com/home-clc

to

practise the grammar and vocabulary interactively. Try revisiting some of
the stories we have translated in class as revision practice too.


CHECK you have ALL the necessary sheets and notes in your grammar and
exercise books to revise from.



If you have any concerns or questions – PLEASE do come and see me WELL
BEFORE the day of your examination.
bonam fortunam! MAGISTRA STEPHENS

Year 7 GEOGRAPHY Examination
You will be expected to know about:
1. World maps – 7 continents, 5 oceans, main lines
of latitude and longitude, some other main
features.
Use latitude and longitude to locate places.
2. Europe Map – where the 15 original EU
countries are and know their capitals.
3. UK– the countries and main cities that make up
the UK
South-East region – the main features of the
local S.E.Region
Population and migration of people to the UK
4. Using Ordnance survey maps - Directions (points
of a compass)
Grid references (6 figure and 4 figure)
Scale and measuring distance
Showing height on a map
Describing what you can see from a map
5. Weather & Climate – describing weather and
weather recording instruments
-Three types of rainfall
- Climate of the UK, Differences in temperature
and rainfall over the UK. Climate graphs.
- How weather affects people and problems
caused by hazardous weather.

Tick when you think
you have learned this

Year 7 HISTORY Examination

The Year 7 History examination is one hour in length, and carries a total of sixty
marks. The aim of this sheet is to provide you with information on the format of the
exam as well as revision guidance.
There are THREE different sections in the examination…
Section A. This consists of ten short answer questions covering different aspects of
the whole year’s work. You should aim to spend around ten minutes on this section,
which is worth ten marks out of the overall total of sixty marks.
Section B. This section consists of longer answer questions on the Middle Ages,
from how William controlled the Land to King John. You will need to know how the
feudal system worked. You should aim to spend around 15 minutes on these
questions. Remember to revise this topic thoroughly in order to give detailed
answers. This section is worth sixteen marks out of the overall total of sixty marks.
Section C. This section is made up source questions and an essay question. You
will need interpret sources on the Black Death and understand the causes of the
Peasants’ Revolt. Finally there is an essay question on Henry VIII. You should aim to
spend around 25 minutes on these questions. This section is worth thirty four
marks out of the overall total of sixty marks.

Year 7 RELIGIOUS STUDIES Examination
 Your Religious Studies examination is one hour.
 Look carefully at the number of marks allocated for each question and use
this as a guide as to how much to write. The more marks (e.g. 4 marks) the
more detailed your answer needs to be.
 READ THE QUESTIONS CAREFULLY.
 Underline or highlight key words as you read the questions and answer all
parts of the question.
 Come prepared for the exam – you will need a black pen.
 Keep an eye on the time. Turn over both sides of the paper to check you have
answered everything. If you don’t know an answer, have a go!
 Leave 5 minutes though to check your answers at the end.
 You will need to revise everything we have covered this year. You will be asked
factual questions as well as questions which require you to apply your
knowledge and think! When you are asked to express your opinion you must
back up your answer with reasons.
You need to revise these sections:
What is Religious Studies?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What do religions have in common?
Key words.
The Christian Bible.
What is a human being?
Desert Island Diary

Festivals of Light
1) Hanukkah.
2) Christmas.
The Old Testament and Judaism
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Abraham.
Joseph.
Moses.
The Ten Commandments.
Jewish Festivals- Passover.
Jewish family life and dietary laws.
Key words.

Year 7 ART Examination
This year the topic for Year 7 is:
Summer
Preparatory studies are an important part of the examination. Year 7 will develop
their ideas in their sketchbooks for homework and during some lessons in school. It
is important to work through the examination checklist which all girls have been
issued with.
All preparatory work must be brought into the examination.
The examination will last two hours and work may be in any materials.
The examination piece is worth 50% and the preparatory studies are worth 50%.
All examination pieces must be produced in the Art Room. Remember that the only
help allowed is from your Art teacher prior to the examination.
Good Luck!

Year 7 Computing Examination

For your end of year mark in Computing you will complete a project during two of your
normal ICT lessons which will test your computer skills. The time you will have to
complete the tasks will be 1h30. The total for this examination will be 50 marks.
The project will consist of two tasks.
Task 1: A short task which will include an ICT topic to research from the Internet and
a test of your touch-typing skills;
Task 2: A longer task which will follow on from what you have researched in Task 1
and which will test your application of computer software. Please be aware that you
will be marked on your use of correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.
What you need to revise:
It is not necessary to revise any specific topic for this examination; however it might
be a good idea to go over what is good practice for using colour, font, font-size, layout
etc. when communicating information gathered from the Internet.
In preparation for the examination, and to make sure you will not waste time, whilst
completing the tasks, you will need to test and check that you have all the passwords
for:


Login to the school computer system;



Foldr;



and Showbie.

Please note that you will be allowed to use your iPad during the examination.

Year 7 MUSIC Examination

The examination is a written one. You will NOT be expected to play or sing
something.
It will have pieces played in it that you will have to answer questions on. There will
also be other questions with no music played.
The examination will cover everything we have learned this year:









Minimalism
Scales (these are in your iPad – major, whole tone, pentatonic, blues,
chromatic and Arabic)
Blues (scale and chords – come to the music room if you need to photograph)
Pitch and Rhythm Notation
Notes on a Keyboard
Notes of a Major Scale and the Tone Semitone pattern
Music of the Nile
The Elements of Music

Pitch Notation on the Treble Clef
FACE in the space
Every Good Boy Deserves Football
Use www.musictheory.net to help you revise
Notes on the keyboard

ted
crotchet)
Music of the Nile

Make sure you know where Egypt is and where the Nile is. Think why the Nile is so
highly populated. In Egypt, drums have been used over many centuries to
accompany dancing and singing, and to communicate from one village to another.
Rhythm is a key feature of African music and the roots of many Western musical
styles, such as jazz, rock and pop, can be traced to the music of Africa.
At an Egyptian wedding a dancer leads the wedding couple into the reception room
with their guests, accompanied by musicians chanting and playing rhythms on
percussion instruments. The ceremony is a mark of prestige, and the dancer’s role is
to bless the wedding to bring good luck and prosperity.
The two main drums are called the Dohol and the Derbouka. The Dohol is a double
ended hand drum traditionally played at weddings across Arabic countries and the
Indian subcontinent. It has a bass head on one side and treble head on the other. It
can be played by sticks or hands. The Derbouka is a goblet shaped drum The 3 main
drumming techniques are:
•Tone - hit the edge of the drum with fingers held together
•Slap – hit the edge of the drum with fingers splayed open
•Bass – hit the centre of the drum skin with a flat hand
The master drummer will control the tempo and initiate call and response.
The notes of the Arabic scale.

Minimalism
Minimalism was a movement through the arts starting with Art and moving through
to Music in the 1960s. Composers included Steve Reich (Clapping Music and Electric
Counterpoint), Philip Glass (Metamorphosis), Bill Conti (Black and White X5) and
Terry Riley (In C). The music is filled with repetition (looping), layering of ideas, short

ideas (motifs), addition, subtraction and, in the case of Philip Glass, change. You
should be able to label Garageband buttons and be aware of how to loop etc.
Elements of Music
When answering questions in the examination try to use these words to describe
what you are hearing. For example:





The first motif is made up of one repeated pitch with a constant rhythm.
The texture gradually gets thicker as more motifs are added.
The tempo is fast
The piece starts with a quiet (piano) dynamic and then crescendos to forte (loud)

Here are the Elements of Music:
Pitch (high/low) (chords, major and minor)
Rhythm/Duration (crotchets,quavers..)
Texture (monophonic, homophonic, polyphonic, heterophonic)
Tempo (fast/slow)
Timbre (instrument used)
Dynamics (loud/soft)
Silence
GOOD LUCK!

